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SOME CLASSES OF RINGS DEFINED BY PROPERTIES OF MODULES 

~B. S. Chwe and J.Neggers 

INTROOUCTION. Suppose that A is a ring with 1 and suppose all mo

dules are right unitary. In [ 21, the authors identified the class 
of local right perfect rings (right Steinitz rings) via the fol~ 
100dng property: 
Po: every linearly independent subset of a free module can be ex

tended to a basis by adjoining elements of a given basis. 

In [ 21, the authors also proved that a ring A is a Steini tz ring 
if and only if the maximal ideal R is left vanishing or left 

T-nilpotent in the sense that for any infinite sequence {xi} of 
elements of R there is n such that xn.xn~l ... x 1 = O. In [11, Bass 
showed that right perfect rings need not be left perfect and his 
example, which actually involved a right Steini tz ring, shows that 

property Po is not symmetric either. Some properties below will 
not be symmetric because of this example. For convenience of dis

cussion however, we shall drop the prefix "right" and refer to 
perfect rings, Steinitz rings, T-nilpotent sets, etcetera, with 

the understanding that every property or class of rings under 
discussion possesses such a prefix. One of the propertie~ of 
Steinitz rings, which is characteristic in the class of local 
rings, is the following property: 

Pl: Every module has a minimal generating set. 

It is the purpose of this paper to discuss several properties 
listed below and to identify in each Case the class of rings sa
tisfying this property. 

P2 : Every minimal generating set of a finite £ree module is a ba
s is (local rings); 

P3 : Every minimal generating set of a free module is a basis (lo
cal rings·); 

P4 : (In the class of local rings) Every maximal linearly indepen

dent subset of a finite free module is a basis (every finite set 
of non-units has a non1zero right annihilator); 

P5 : Every maximal linea!ly independent subset of a free module is 
a basis (Steinitz rings). 

Al though properties P'2' P 3' P 4 anq P 5. are related to property PI 
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the precise relations connecting these properties are not. yet clear. 
In anoth~r paper the second author discusses a class of rings which 
is at least conjectured to be the class of rings having property Pl. 

PROPERTIES P 2 AND Pl. 

We.shall establish that property P2 implies that A is local, and 
that if A is local then it satisfies property Pl. 

Suppose A has property P2 • Let R be a maximal right ideal and sup
pose x E R. We assert that x is a unit. 

Since x e'R, 1 = m + xa for some mER, and {m,x} is a generating 
set of the free module A. Hence, either {m,x} or {x} is a mini
mal generating set, since mER. 

If {m,x} is a minimal-generating set, then mx + x(l-ax) = 0 implies 
x = 0 and l-ax =0, a contradiction. Thus, {x} is itself a minimal 
generating set and xy = 1 for some y. Therefore, x (l-yx) = 0 im
plies 1 = yx, i.e., x is a unit. We now show that 'if A is local, 
then it satisfies Pl. 

Suppose that A is a local ring with maximal ideal R •. 

PROPOSITION. If S is a minimal generating set of the module M and 

if ~: M + M/MR is the aanoniaal map. then the restriation of ~ to 

S is an inJeation and ~(S) is a basi~ Df M/MR as an A/R~e8paae. 

Proof. Suppose 

L ~ (s i) a i = 0 

rj E R. 

Hence sl 

of S. 

~ (S) is not linearly independent. Then, say 
with a1 e R. Since Ls.a. E MR, Ls.a. = LsJ.rJ., where 

:L :L :L :L 

Now suppose M, ~ and S are as in the proposition and suppose M is 
free. We claim thatS is linearly independent and hence a basis. 
Let {sl, .•• ,St} be any finite subset of S and let {uili E I} be a 

basis .of M. Set s £. = LUiai£.. 

Since ~(s£.) ~ 0, some ai£. is not in R. Say aU 1. Then 

u l = sl- L u.a· l • Whence, {sl} \.J {u~ li~1} is a basis of M. By 
i>l :L :L • 

induction say sn = sIal + •.• + sn_1 an_1 + .l uiain , and 
:L:tn 

{sl, ••• ,sn_1} U {ujli' E (l, ••• ,n-.1)} ~s a basis. Then, some ain 

is ,not in R, say anne R, since otherwise sn ,= sl a1+·· .+sn_lan_1 

(mod MR),· a contradiction. Thus, ·{Sl, ••• ,Sn} is part ofa basis, 

and, in particular, the set is 'linearly independent. Hence 
j s l' ••• , S t} is al~o linearly 'independent and the assertion follows. 
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PROPERTY P4' 

We begin the discussion with a lemma. 

LEMMA. Let A be a ring with 1. Then, each maximaL LinearLy inde

pendent subset of the moduLe A generates A if and onLy if each 

Left non-zero-divisor of A has a right inverse. Thus, in such 

rings .very non-unit is a Left zero-divisor. 

Proof. If each left non-zero-divisor is a unit. then it is clear 

that if {a} is a linearly independent subset of the module A. 

then a is a unit and aA = A. 

Conversely, suppose each maximal linearly independent subset of A 

generates A. Then. each maximal 1i~ear1y independent subset of A 
n 

is finite. Indeed. if ~1.u2"" 
n 

is a basis of A then 1 = L u.x. 
i=1 l. l. 

for some nand un+ 1 = L u.(x.u +1)' 
i=1 l. l. n 

dependence of the basis {u1'u 2 •... }. 

contradicting the linear in-

If {a,b} is a linearly independen't subset of A. then {b.ab.a2b, ... , 
anb, ... } is an infinite linearly independent subset of A. Indeed. 

t t 
if L aibx. 0, for some x. E A. then L ai-sbs. = 0 and 

i=s l. l. . l. 

bx 
s 

+ a 
t . 1 L al.- S- bx. = O. Hence x 

i=s+1 l. S 

By iriduction on t-s it follows that OC s 

l.=S 
t 

o and L 
i=s+1 

xs+l = ... = x t = O. Now 

this contradicts the fact that any linearly independent set is fi

nite. Hence. if a E A is not a left zero-divisor. then aA = A, 

whence ax = 1 for some x E A. Since x is not a left zero-divisor 

either. we have xy = 1 for some yEA and thus y = a, i.e .• a is 

a unit. The 'lemma follows. 

Now suppose A has property P4 • Then, by the lemma. every left non

zero divisor is a unit. and this is the case of a free module ge
nerated by one element. In general we have the following theorem: 

THEOREM 1.Let A be a LocaL ring. T"fien, each maximal. ZinearZy inde

pendent subset of a free moduLe with a basis of at most (n-l) 

eZements is a basis if and onZy if, for each set {x1' ...• x t } of 

non-units, where 1 < t < n-l, there is an eZement yEA such that 

x1y = ... = xty = 0, y F O. 

Proof. We proceed by induction on 'n. Suppose the theorem holds for 

n < r. Let {u 1 ••••• u r } be a 

se {v l' ... '. v s} is a maximal 
r 

basis of the free module M, and suppo

linearly independent subset of M. Set 

V. l. L ut T t., where T ti E A. To prove the "if" part, assume A 
t=1 1. 

is a local ring such that any r non-units Qf A have a co~on an-
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nihilator. Then. vI cannot be a free unless one of the Ttl is a 
unit. Say Tuis a unit. Then. {v l .u2.; ... u r } is a basis and we 
may take {v 2' .... va} as a maximal linearly independent subset of 
the free module with basis {u2 ..... u T }. Hence, by the induction 
hypothesis {v2 •.•.• va} is a basis of this module and {vl •...• va} 
is a basis of M. Conversely. to prove the "only if" part. suppose 
A is a local ring such that each maximal linearly independent 
subset of a free module with a basis of less than r+1 elements. is 
a basis. 

Let M be a free module with basis {ul •• ; .• u r } 
arly independent subset {vl •.••• va} as above. 

r 
V. 

1 
. L u. T ••• 
t=l ........ 1 

and a maximal line
Furthermore. let 

If none of the Tti is a unit then <:learly {v1 •... va} does,not ge
nerate M. Hence. by renumbering .of u's and v's if necessary. sup
pose that TIl i~ a unit. Then the usual computations show that 
{v l .u2 ..... ur } is a basis of M and {V 2 ..... vs } gen'erates a 
maximal linearly inqependent subset of a free module with a basis 
of r-1 elements. Indeed. in M/[v 1), where. [vI) is the. free module 
~enerated by vl.we have a basis{u 2+[v l ), ... ,u r +[v 1)} and a maximal 

linearly independent set {U 2+[v 1) .... ,u s+[v 1)}. By the inductive 
r 

hypothesis both are basis and thus v. + [v ) = L u.S., +- [VI) , 
1 1 t=2 .... ..... 

i = 2.~·.~.s with some Sti a unit. 

If we let v. 
1 

!hus. if a i is not a unit, then Ttla i is not a unit. But then 
Sti + Ttla i is a unit whenever Sti is a unit. On the other hand, 

r 
if a i is a unit then Tlla i is a unit. Since Vi = L utTti • a com-

t=l 
parison of coefficients shows that for each i at least one of the 
T ti is, a unit. 

Now suppose {xl •..• ,X r } does not have a common annihilator. Let 
VI = u i x i + •.• + urx r ' Then VIa = 0 implies a = 0, whence VI can 
be included in some maximal linearly independent subset {V1 •.•.• va }. 
of M. Sinc·e by construction Ttl = xt .' it follows that some xt is 
a unit. Thus. if each x. of {xl ••••• x } is a non-unit. then 

1 r 
{Xl ..... x r } has a non-zero annihilator. 

Since the theorem now follows for n <; r+1. the induction step is 
complete. 'Also. for r=1 the assertion is trivial and thus the. 
theorem follows in general. 

From theorem 1·. A, has property P 4 if and only if. each, finite set 
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of non-units has a common annihilator. The restriction that the 
rings be local is only apparent, i. e .,actually property P 4 is 
characterized in the c:lass of all rings, al1;hough theorem 1 fails 
in that class. We note that in the next situation, i.e., Steinitz 
rings, the set of non-units has a common annihilator. 

PROPERTY P S . 

Clearly, if A is a Steinitz ring, then A has property Ps ' For the 
converse we prove the following theorem 

THEOREM 2. Let A be a ring with 1. Then each maximal linearly .in

dependent subset of a free module is a basis if and only if A is 

a Steinitz r>ing. 

Proof. The proof is exactly the same as in [2, theorem 21, except 
that we now make use of the lemma. Let M be a free module with a 
countable basis {uili E w} = U and let {x. Ii E w} be a sequence 

.1. . 

of elements of A which do not have a left inverse. Set 

vi = ui-ui+lx i , for i E w, V = {viii E w} and let [VI be the sub-

module of M generated by V. 

Suppos~ each maximal linearly ind~pendent subset of M generates M. 

V is clearly a linearly independent set. To show V is a maximal 
linearly independent subset of M, let m EM be such that {mJuV is 

linearly independent. Since u i = ui+lx i (mod [VI), for each i, 

there is 
{u.x} U V 

J 
sor of A 

linearly 

a u. and an x E A, such that u.x = m (mod [vI), and 
J J 

is linearly independent. Then, x is not a left zero-divi 
and by the lemma, x is a unit, whence {uj}luVmust be 

independent. Since u i = ui+lx i (mod [VI), for each i, 

it follows that {u.} U V = V I is a maximal linearly independent 
J 

set, hence a basis. Therefore u'+ l = u.y (mod [VI) for YEA and 
. J J 

u. = u.+1x. ~ u.yx. (mod [VI), and yx. = 1, since V'is a basis 
J J J J J J 

of M. This contradicts the fact that x. does not have a l~ft in-
. n , J 

verse. Thus, [VI = M and u l = L (u.-u.+lx.)a., whence by compa
i=l 1 1 1 1 

rison of coefficients, we obtain xn ... x l = O. 

Hence, the set of elements without left inverse is T-nilpotent 
(left vanishing). Thus, by [31, A is a Steini tz ring.' Conversely, 
if A is a Steinitz ring, then from its definition [21, any maximal 
linearly independent subset of a free module is a basis .. The theo
rem fo1lows._ 

PROPERTY Pl' 

Of all-properties 'PI appears to De thetllost elusive, although it 
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is a natural generalization of the following property: 

P: Every module has a basis. 

To construct a module without a minimal gen6rating set, one takes 

a non-Steinitz local ring and a sequence of non-units {x. Ii E w} 
~ 

which is not T-nilpotent. Let M, U, V and [V] be as in the proof 

of theorem 2, then from property P3 it follows that M/[V] does 
not have a minimal generating set. Because if M/[V] has a minimal 

generating set, then. (M/[ V])R = M/[ V] , when R is the maximal 

ideal, implies M/[V] = 0 and hence {x. Ii E w} is T~nilpotent 
~ 

from a similar argument as above. What we hope to show is that 

this situation is somehow typical, i.e., if there are mod:ules 
without minimal generating sets, then there are modules of the 

type M/[V] without minimal generating sets by starting off a se
quenceof non-units which is not T-nilpotent. In order to do this 

one must determine the structure of modules of the type M/[V] 

in more general situations than those treated above. 
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